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About This Game

Jeff will soon find out that his biggest dream (tasting the holy Szechuan Sauce) will become a reality when his best friend Paul
calls him. By some miracle, he was able to get the sauce! However, there is a catch... the sauce cup isn't really a Szechuan

Sauce... it's the house of a genie with Fidget Spinner glasses! What will happen? Who knows... It's all up to you in this
interactive sketch!

The gameplay of this game is really simple, you choose the life of the main character and change the story with your choices!
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This DLC adds Act 5 Plains of Karponia with new bosses and relics that are fun and worthwhile additions to the already
addictive base game. Not to mention that the new Samurai class that comes with this expansion is a lot of fun to play as and still
feels just as unique as the others. Definitely a must have for fans of the game.. i've played better flash games, i've played games
that use the rpg-maker, for free, that i would rather have donated to than have bought this.. By now you know about R-COIL's
gimmick: It's a very hard Asteroids clone where firing and thrust is the same button. Only it's not really Asteroids, and it's not
the Dark Souls of Asteroids either.

First off, the asteroids hardly matter. They increase your score a little, but more often than not you're happy that they're there so
you can hide behind them. Secondly luck is too much of a factor here for this to be Dark Astersouls.

One thing that's hard to achieve is precision, and that makes some enemies a lot more annoying than others. Snaking between
two shots in a 20-shot arc of fire can be hard even in scrolling shoot 'em ups where you have precise control over your X and Y
position, but here it sometimes simply comes down to luck. Did you fire one more shot than planned, shifting your trajectory a
bit too much? Or is your shield rotated with the opening right into incoming fire? Tough luck.

Luck is also a component with the powerups. In some scenes you'd really love to have a spread shot or laser to take out the half
dozen bee-like green things that circle you and shoot from all angles, but all you have is your basic pew-pew gun and those
bastards are extremely hard to hit with that. Due to the randomness of the upgrades it sometimes feels unfair to lose a life when
you're almost through the level and simply didn't stumble upon the right powerup in time. The level 2 boss that sports a "castle"
upgrade (a ring of shields circling around him) is very easy to take out with a spread shot, but a huge risk with your pea shooter.

The levels themselves at least repeat the same patterns, so there is some sequence for you to learn so you can make the best out
of the powerups you have.

The excellent news is that games are short overall. Unlike long-winded roguelikes, it feels like you can be through the entire
game in under 10 minutes. After that it becomes a high-score chaser, and that's where a game like this is right at home.

That being said, I'm so far only up to level 3, and certainly nowhere near the 10 minute mark per game. Level 3 is a cursed
pandemonium of screaming death that should be illegal under some sort of cruelty law. No one has completed it yet, more than
a month after release, so get cracking and try.

If you can deal with the fact that luck and randomness plays a bigger part here than might be obvious from the screenshots, and
if you always wanted to know what it feels like to play your Vectrex while on LSD, this is the right game for you. I couldn't test
the co-op or duel features (no friends, see), but I imagine they could be a good fit to the already chaotic nature of the game.

I have just one technical niggle. Even with a good analog controller like a DS4 or Xbox One model, I feel like the ship's rotation
could be a bit more precise. Sometimes I'd like to fire a bullet at just such an angle, but the controller seems too coarse to rotate
to that spot. That makes some of the smaller enemies (e.g. the green ball that tries to orbit you) too hard to hit. But maybe
today's controllers don't have such a high resolution and it just can't be done.. The player base could use more players, especially
for non pro players, but it's not NS2's fault that the market is flooded with multiplayer games.. Seems a bit glitchy, not an
awesome steering control if you compare to the Trials games. Seems a bit pricey even on 10% off. I don't like the menus either.
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All I can say is " Was I playing the same game " or are some people easily pleased.there where halls that went nowhere ,boxes
flying around,difficulty picking items up and fuzzy graphics just glad It was cheap. Feelsbadman;. Aura of worlds is a really
cool rogue like platformer that takes a bunch of small elements like creatures, traps and area layouts and mixes and matches
them together to generate interesting situations for the players to solve.

Things only get more interesting from there because the player will always come at these emergent problems with a completely
different set of tools. You're challenged on both your overall skill at playing the game and it's general controls and the ability to
put together strategies on the fly by mixing the items you've found in the level.

A lot of roguelikes like this feel a bit aimless and huge to me. I never feel like I'm unlocking much and I don't feel like I'm
getting any better at the game either. Aura of Worlds is completely different it feels like it's in a really good balance where I can
tell I'm getting a bit further each run and I'm unlocking new abilities every few runs that change up the way I play.

Over time I was able to work out a number of strategies and items that I play well with and almost got through a perfect run
before getting beat up by the necromancer and a particularly nasty choke point. I can't wait until the next world is released so I
can see how my strats hold up to the new challenges.

I definitely recommend picking this game up it's already great and only getting better.
Also the music is amazing.. Bought it because I'm a badger
Good game, people say it's like Angry Birds, but it is not, it is a little bit more complex.
Story is lame. Music is lame. Graphics are quite good (Looks like a flash game tho)
It helps you relax.
And then rage because this game is either Fable III difficulty or Dark Souls difficulty. There's no point in between
Boss fights are a good way to shake off the repetitive gameplay.
Give it a shot if you can't find any other game to waste your money on (Must buy in discount)

8\/10 would play on my phone
6.5\/10 would play on pc

. I was so happy when I got to see that this game will come to steam. I still own the old original cd-rom version, even though it is
unplayable due to scratches and once in a while I tend to pick this game up on Scumm to play it again, even though I know every
little dialouge and all the riddles.

This is a great game with great humor, great puzzles, loveable characters and enjoyable soundtrack. This was the first game in
my life I ever got to play and finish. It brings back great memories of self drawn maps and being forced to remain stuck on
riddles for ages because you could not ask the internet for the solutions.

I really do recommend the game itself, because it is just awesome, but... I don't recommend this version.

- the new cursors are cancer to the eyes
- the "new" graphics look like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665compared to the original pixel-graphics

If you can look over the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 new cursors and be happy with changing all the "new"
features back to "classic playmode", then go and get this gem. If this would hurt your eyes too much, look out for the Scumm
version.

I would have gladly paid for this game in its original version, but being told it is a great 25th anniversary version that is just
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t and take money for it.. it is kind of a rip off. :<. As an avid fan of manager
games and having sunk several hundreds of hours into FM, I was excited to see this game released. I skipped the 2015 edition of
this game and hoped that 2016 would be a better game. So far, this game has not met my expecations.

The game is clunky, UI is messy, and the 3D engine is quite disastrous. Everything runs a couple seconds late, the animations
are bad at best, and the game does not come with the right tools for you to make on the fly decisions as a "basketball manager."

That isn't to say this game does not have potential. The foundation has been laid for what could be a great game, but the devs
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will need to expand upon it to optimze the game performance and reduce the crashes. If they can do that, I would have happy to
change my review to a recommend, but at this point, I simply cannot recommend this to anyone, even if you are a fan of
simulation series\/basketball.. One question why is this not a paid VN?

I ask this question because this VN was really good to play through.Let's just say that I loved everything about this VN. I love
the characters, art, music. BG, and storyline. Quite honestly it's tough to pick out which is my favorite in this VN. If I had to
pick out my favorite it would be the very lovely soundtrack which was very good to listen too. I loved the parts where the music
would get creepy as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 at times. They did a good job with the creepy soundtrack parts:)

As others have said this VN is not for the faint of heart. This VN has a lot of dark themes.

I don't usually play sad\/dark themed visual novel's a lot but man this VN was just that good even for me to play.

Oh I also enjoyed the bonus content in this VN. I wish there was more in the bonus content to play through.

There is also a mature filter Off\/ON which having in means less and off means more. Actually to unlock all images u have to
play both mature filter Off\/On.

100% play this VN if u don't mind the sad\/dark themes of Cupid.
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